Current DSP POCs can be found here: Dynamic Soil Properties Team | NRCS Soils (usda.gov)

Roles:
1. Field DSP questions within Region (SSO or regional staff) and contribute to FAQ document
2. Participate in bi-monthly DSP PIT Conversations (Project Idea Team)
3. Maintain awareness of current projects in region; NASIS Web Report= Project Summary Report (Filter results by Project Type: DSP...)
4. Maintain open lines of communication with other POCs including any changes in the status of a project that impacts KSSL
5. Regarding KSSL POC Role: Communicate Requests for Assistance (RFA) to Francine and Region DSP POC
6. Facilitate communication and support of DSP projects in Region, as requested by RD:
   a. Project planning assistance
   b. Facilitate project partnerships
   c. Communicate with RD to determine when DSP projects populated and approved in NASIS
   d. Follow DSP project progress and maintain open lines of communication with SSO and RD
   e. Review project tables for consistency with DSP protocols